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Abstract. SMOTE is one of the well-known algorithms for balancing train data by
adding synthetic data on minor class data. One of the stages in SMOTE is finding the
nearest neighbors (kNN) as the basis for creating synthetic data using Euclidean dis-
tance. In cases where a small number of attributes having high correlation value than
others, finding kNN using Euclidean without considering this correlation may not find
representative neighbors. This paper introduces AWH-SMOTE (Attribute Weighted and
kNN Hub on SMOTE), which enhances SMOTE in improving neighbors and noise iden-
tification using attribute weighting and also improving selective sampling method using
occurrence data in the kNN hub. Wojna and Information Gain methods are used for
attribute weighting. A small number of occurrences in the kNN hub results in more syn-
thetic data generated so that minority data in dangerous region are more represented.
Nine public datasets from Keel repository are used to evaluate AWH-SMOTE. Evalu-
ation shows AWH-SMOTE has better performance on minority precision and minority
f-measure for both pruned and unpruned condition than other oversampling algorithms.
Information Gain as attribute weighting method in AWH-SMOTE achieves best perfor-
mance in unpruned condition when compared to other weighting methods for minority
recall, minority precision and minority f-measure.
Keywords: AWH-SMOTE, Attribute weighting, Wojna, Information Gain, kNN hub,
Noise

1. Introduction. Imbalanced data set is found in real world cases where the number of
one class label is more dominant (major class) than the other class (minor class). In some
cases, minor data class has a higher level of importance although its number is lower [1].
Such cases include fraud detection [2], customer credit risk prediction [3], churn detection
[4], disease detection to assist medical decisions [5], undesirable news articles detection
on stream data [6], keyphrase extraction [7], detection of high school student academic
failures [8] and predicting the potential of college student failure [9]. Solutions in such
cases generally use data classification techniques using machine learning.

When imbalanced data set is processed (mainly in classification problems) by machine
learning techniques, three problems usually arise: small disjunct [10], overlapping [11] and
noise [12]. These problems can cause unsatisfactory performance in recognizing minor
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class pattern. Existing solutions to the three problems above can be divided into three
groups [12].

• Solution at data level
In data level solution, the appropriate sampling techniques have been developed in

order to balance training data (oversampling, undersampling or oversampling with
undersampling). Examples in this solution are SMOTE [13] for oversampling, neigh-
borhood cleaning rule [14] for undersampling and one side selection for oversampling
with undersampling [15].

• Solution at algorithm level
In algorithm level solution, the classifier algorithm is modified for handling mi-

nor data class. Examples in this solution (which modified artificial neural network
(ANN)) are a two-step supervised learning in ANN [16] and MD-SVM [17].

• Hybrid solution
The combination of data-level solutions and algorithm level solution is called hy-

brid solutions. Example in this solution is combining cost sensitive SVM with adap-
tive oversampling using data density [18].

Most papers concentrate on techniques within the data level solution because of the sim-
plicity of the methods and the independence of classifiers. Our proposed method (AWH-
SMOTE) falls into data level solution. AWH-SMOTE improves SMOTE on attribute
weighting scheme and a new selective sampling method.

In data level solution, one of the balancing techniques is oversampling, which adds
minority data to an imbalanced data set. Minority data that are added to an imbal-
anced data set can be synthetic or original [19]. Techniques for oversampling with ad-
ditional synthetic data include Synthetic Minority Oversampling TEchnique (SMOTE)
[13], Borderline-SMOTE [20], Adaptive Synthetic Sampling Technique (ADASYN) [21].
These techniques aim to enlarge decision area over minor class and reduce the impact of
overfitting on oversampling using original data and have been proven as effective tech-
niques to combat the difficulties of classifier algorithm to tackle uneven distribution of
testing data.

SMOTE is known as the pioneer of developing oversampling techniques using synthetic
data. Many authors have presented works on SMOTE enhancements. We divided those
enhancements into two main groups as shown in Table 1.

To the best of our knowledge, all SMOTE enhancements have been done using Euclidean
distance for searching k nearest neighbors. Problem arises in the cases where a small
number of attributes have high importance or correlation value compared with other
attributes, since searching k nearest neighbors using Euclidean distance formula without
considering that importance may not find representative neighbors. Therefore, we propose
AWH-SMOTE which falls into data level solution in the classification described above.
AWH-SMOTE improves SMOTE by adding attribute weighting scheme and introducing
a new selective sampling method.

Adding attribute weighting scheme is done by providing four choices of attribute weight-
ing methods to get representative k nearest neighbors: Information Gain [32], Wojna1 &
Wojna2 [33] and Scaled Misclassification Ratio Weighting Method (SMR) [34]. After get-
ting representative k nearest neighbors, identifying and removing noise can be conducted
more precisely. A new selective sampling method is also proposed in AWH-SMOTE which
calculates the occurrence of data in all kNN minority class (kNN hub) to get safe value
of minority data. Minority data with the largest number of occurrences have the highest
safe value and become the centroid of minority class. Minority data with small number of
occurrences (which means that minority data is far away from the centroid) has low safe
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Table 1. Enhancements of SMOTE

Enhancement groups Algorithms/Methods Ref Enhancement points

Enhancing classification
process using SMOTE
as a part of classification
process

SMOTE-Boost [22]
Combine SMOTE with
boosting procedure

Nested rotation
forest SMOTE

[23]
Combine SMOTE with rota-
tion forest method

ASE-Bagging [24]
Combine SMOTE with bag-
ging procedure

COSDF [25]
Combine SMOTE with
co-training method

SMOTE+TL &
SMOTE+ENN

[1]

Combine SMOTE with
undersampling methods
(Tomek link & Wilson’s
edited nearest neighbors)

SMOTE-RSB* [26]
Combine SMOTE with un-
dersampling method (rough
set theory)

SMOTE-IPF [27]
Combine SMOTE with
additional cleaning method
(iterative-partitioning filter)

Enhancing
SMOTE
algorithm

Selecting
particular
area of
synthetic data
generation

Borderline-SMOTE [20]
Generate synthetic data
only on border area

ADASYN [21]
Generate synthetic data on
safe and border area based
on harder level ratio

Safe-Level-SMOTE [28]
Generate synthetic data
only on safe area

LN-SMOTE [29]
Generate synthetic data
only on safe area

MWMOTE [30]
Generate synthetic data
only on border area

Calculating
magnification
balance ratio

ADASYN [21]
Generate synthetic data
based on their distribution
ratio

MWMOTE [30]
Generate synthetic data
based on their selection
probability

Weighted-SMOTE [31]
Generate synthetic data
based on their weighted-
matrix

Selecting
candidate

Safe-Level-SMOTE [28]
Use random method with
some safe-level constraints

LN-SMOTE [29]
Use random method with
some safe-level constraints

MWMOTE [30]
Use random method with
selection probability
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value and the areas surrounding these minority data are suitable places for synthetic data
because this area contains more majority class data. This idea is inspired by the successful
exploration of hubness in determined central point of cluster [35] and classification using
hubness aware in the case of imbalanced data set [36].

The remainder of this paper is divided into four sections. In Section 2, we provide
related works that are associated with oversampling with SMOTE algorithm, attribute
weighting method and hub concepts adopted in imbalanced data cases. Our detailed
AWH-SMOTE algorithm is presented in Section 3. The experimental study and simu-
lation results are presented in Section 4. Finally, we give conclusions and some future
research directions in Section 5.

2. Related Works. In this section, some literature related to oversampling algorithm
with additional synthetic data, attribute weighting and hub concepts adopted in imbal-
anced data cases is presented.

2.1. Oversampling with additional synthetic data. Oversampling technique using
additional synthetic data called SMOTE algorithm was introduced by [13]. The addition
of synthetic data aims to extend the minor data class decision area and to avoid overfitting.
SMOTE algorithm consists of two stages. In the first stage, k nearest neighbors are found
by using Euclidean distance calculation from each minority data with respect to all other
minority data and then sorted in ascending order, and then k lowest distance data are
taken as the nearest neighbors (kNN ). Euclidean distance between one minority data
(x) and another minority data (y) from the first attribute to n (maximum number of
attributes) is defined in Formula (1)

d(x, y) =

√√√√ n∑
a=1

(xa − ya)2 (1)

In the second stage, synthetic data are generated by using the interpolation method
between two minority data. One of its kNN will be randomized to be candidates in
synthetic data generation process. Thereafter, original minor data (x) and one chosen
candidate (y) will be used to generate new synthetic data among x and y. Synthetic data
formula among x and y for the a-th attribute is defined in Formula (2)

SyntheticDataa(x, y) = xa + r · (xa − ya) for 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 (2)

The above formula is applied for n attributes. The process is repeated until the desired
synthetic data amount is reached. Borderline-SMOTE [20] oversamples minority class
data which lie near borderline. ADASYN adaptively generates synthetic data based on
their distributions, and more synthetic data are generated by using some ratio [21].

2.2. Attribute weighting methods. Finding kNN using Formula (1) will treat all at-
tributes with equal level of importance. However, in real data sets, there are many factors
that make attributes have unequal importance level because some attributes are strongly
correlated with a decision and some attributes are not correlated with the decision, some
attributes may contain the same information value (redundant information), and some
attributes can have noise which make them less reliable than other attributes [33]. Let
an be a set of n-attributes. Attribute a1 can have higher rank correlation than other
attributes a2, a3, . . . , an; therefore, we need an attribute weighting method to get better
neighborhood results on kNN by treating each attribute differently according to their
correlation level.
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Table 2 provides an illustration of potential errors in calculation of Euclidean distance in
the case of Academic Data. Let us assume that grade value is more correlated to academic
performance than presence and Internet duration, and presence value is more correlated
to academic performance than Internet duration. Let us also assume 0.5, 0.3 and 0.2 are
the normalized correlation value for grade, presence, Internet duration, respectively. It is
seen in the table that the distance d(x1, x2) is equal to distance d(x1, x3). While in fact,
when applying the correlation values above, the distance d(x1, x2) should be lower than
d(x1, x3), since presence attribute is more correlated to academic performance than the
Internet duration attribute.

Table 2. Illustration of potential errors in calculation of distance using
Euclidean distance

Data Grade Presence Internet Duration Academic Performance
x1 100 100 100 Success
x2 50 100 50 Success
x3 50 50 100 Failed

d(x1, x2) = 70.71 50 0 50 −
d(x1, x3) = 70.71 50 50 0 −

This can be corrected by using attribute weighting on Manhattan distance formula.
Manhattan distance formula for minority data x and other minority data y with normal-
ized attribute weighted w from the first attribute to n (maximum number of attributes)
is defined in Formula (3)

d(x, y) =
n∑

a=1

wa · |xa − ya| (3)

When normalized correlation values assumed above (0.5, 0.3, and 0.2) are applied
to Formula (3), Manhattan distance calculation results are shown in Table 3 in which
d(x1, x2) is less than d(x1, x3). This corresponds to the fact that the distance d(x1, x2)
should be lower than d(x1, x3), since presence attribute is more correlated to academic
performance than the Internet duration attribute. Therefore, attribute weighting gives
a more representative k nearest neighbors than regular Euclidean. Some research also
shows that Manhattan distance is preferable than Euclidean distance for several reasons.

• Manhattan distance formula can give better different contrast of data [37].
• The kNN classification model for numerical attributes achieves the best performance

with Manhattan distance [33].
• Manhattan distance formula also gives lower computational cost due to none of

square root operations is needed [38], so it can be suitable for applications which
need a low computational cost such as wireless sensor network [39].

Table 3. Illustration of Manhattan distance calculation with additional
attribute weighting

Data Grade Presence Internet Duration Academic Performance
x1 100 100 100 Success
x2 50 100 50 Success
x3 50 50 100 Failed

d(x1, x2) = 35 25 0 10 −
d(x1, x3) = 40 25 15 0 −
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• Manhattan distance raises better accuracy than Euclidean distance such as in anal-
ysis of shape alignment [40], face recognition [41], classification of hyper spectral
images [42] and young and elderly subject classification based on heart rate variabil-
ity signal [43].

Based on the data used in attribute weighting methods, we can classify attribute weight-
ing into two methods: sampling and population. On sampling method, the attribute
weighting values are obtained from an iterative randomization of sampling data. In this
research, we use Wojna1 (optimizing distance) method [33], Wojna2 (optimizing classifica-
tion accuracy) method [33] and Scaled Misclassification Ratio Weighting method (SMR)
[34] as sampling attribute weighting methods. Meanwhile, in population method, the
attribute weighting values are obtained from all training data. We use Information Gain
as population attribute weighting method. Information Gain is the difference between
the entropy of the parent and the average of the child’s entropy [32]. Information Gain
formula (GAINsplit) for o (the number of parent data), h (attribute partition value) and
ob (amount data on b-partition) is defined in Formula (4)

GAIN split = Entropyparent −

(
h∑

b=1

ob

o
· Entropyb

)
(4)

2.3. Hub concepts adopted in imbalanced data cases. Implementation of the hub
concept first appeared on the music retrieval and recommendation systems, where a small
number of songs often appeared in kNN hub compared to other songs [44]. Let xi be an
i-th minority data, Nk(xi) be the occurrences of xi inside kNN hub of all minority class
data, Dk(xi) be the kNN set defined by the nearest neighbors of minority class data xi,
and Dk be the set of all the kNN hub obtained from all minority class data. We use safe
value assignment concept to select samples in minority class. In a one minority class data
(xi), larger value of Nk(xi) indicates that the minority class data is closer to the minority
class centroid. Meanwhile, smaller value of Nk(xi) indicates that the minority class data
is farther away from the minority class centroid and possibly in overlap, small disjuncts
or noise areas which contribute to errors. The errors can be minimized if synthetic data
are generated in these areas. Figure 1 illustrates the locations of synthetic data on small
number or empty Nk(xi).

Figure 1. Illustration of minor data occurrence in kNN hub
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3. Proposed Method. In this paper we propose the application of Attribute Weighted
and kNN Hub on SMOTE (AWH-SMOTE) algorithm which enhances SMOTE in two
aspects.

• Enhancing k-neighbors and noise identification using attribute weighting
Based on illustration in Table 3, we can get two benefits of attribute weighting:

representative neighbors and representative noise. We explore these two benefits in
Section 4.2. We implement Wojna1, Wojna2 and SMR for sampling methods and
Information Gain for population method.

• Enhancing selective sampling method using occurrence data in the kNN hub
The idea of selective sampling method using occurrence data in the kNN hub

method is motivated by the successful exploration of hubness phenomena in deter-
mining the cluster’s central point [35] and classification using hubness aware classifi-
cation in the case of imbalanced data set [36]. Smaller occurrence of a minority data
in kNN hub means that the data are farther away from minority class data cluster;
therefore, the safe value will be decreased.

There are four main steps in the AWH-SMOTE algorithm (the details of each step will
be discussed in Section 3.1 to Section 3.4).

1) Weighting attributes.
2) Finding and removing noise.
3) Selecting samples using hub concepts with 2 processes: magnification balance ratio

calculation of each minor class data based on Nk(xi) in the kNN hub and candidate
selection using one of their minority neighborhoods which has the smallest safe value.

4) Generating synthetic data.

3.1. Weighting attributes. Choose one of four attribute weighting methods (Wojna1,
Wojna2, SMR or Information Gain). The choice is arbitrary. The attributes of the data
to be processed are weighed using the chosen attribute weighting method and are then
normalized. These normalized attributes are subsequently added into Formula (3) to get
the kNN hub matrix.

3.2. Finding and removing noise. Find noisy minority samples in data set based on
Table 4 which defines the number of majority neighbors (m) from k neighbors around the
minority data. Based on [28], each minority data can be classified into three areas: safe,
border and noise. Minority class data located in safe areas are not altered, and no synthetic
data are generated. Synthetic data will be generated by selecting sample (Section 3.3)
and generating synthetic data procedure (Section 3.4) in areas where minority class data
are located in border. This synthetic data generation can solve problems where small
disjunct and overlap exist as shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). For minority class data
located in noisy area, data removal will be conducted because noisy data or outlier is a
random error in labeling examples. This data removal can solve problems where noise
exists as shown in Figure 2(c).

Table 4. Three area definitions for minor class data neighborhood

Area Definition

Safe 0 ≤ m ≤ 1

2
k

Border
1

2
k < m < k

Noise m = k
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Figure 2. Three main problems on imbalanced data cases: overlap (a),
small disjunct (b) and outlier (c)

Noise elimination process cannot guarantee that data will be noise free. This is because
after noise elimination process, the order of kNN on hub is changed and the remaining
data could be potentially identified as noise again. Therefore, the occurrence of noisy data
after the first noise removal process is handled by copying the exact minority class data
with the magnifications following the formula (described in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4).

3.3. Selecting sample using hub concepts. The detailed processes of determining
number of magnification and selecting samples using hub concepts on AWH-SMOTE are
as follows.

a) Determine the number of magnification for minority group inside the hub area (in
hub) and outside the hub (out hub) area. Let DinHub be the set of unique value from
minority data located inside the hub Dk (which has Nk(xi) > 0) and DoutHub be the set
of unique value from minority data located outside the hub Dk (which has Nk(xi) = 0).
The larger value of the occurrence of xi (Nk(xi)) in DinHub means the magnification
for minority group is smaller and vice versa. This is because the larger occurrence
of minority class data in DinHub means the larger safe value. The larger value of
normalized ratio of its majority neighbors xi in DoutHub means the smaller safe value.
This is because larger normalized ratio of its majority neighbors xi for out hub data
means the minority data is near to the majority centroid in Dk and requiring more
synthetic data generation. Notation MaginHub is the magnification for minority data
in DinHub and MagoutHub is the magnification for minority data in DoutHub . Notation
nmaj is a number of majority data and nmin is a number of minority data. Final
magnification values of minority group inside hub (MinHub) and outside hub (MoutHub)
are calculated as follows.
• MinHub = MaginHub · (nmaj − nmin).
• MoutHub = MagoutHub · (nmaj − nmin).
• MaginHub + MagoutHub = 1.
In this paper, we use MaginHub = 0.5 and MagoutHub = 0.5, which implies that the

magnification balance ratios are equal for minority group inside the hub (in hub) and
outside the hub (out hub).

b) Calculate magnification balance ratio for in hub minority group and out hub minority
group. The detailed processes are as follows.
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• For in hub data xi ∈ DinHub , magnification balance ratio value of minority class
data in hub magin(xi) is calculated using the occurrence of minority data in Dk.
The concentration of magnification focuses on minority class data which have small
safe value. Let nmininHub be the amount of unique values of minority class data
inside the hub. Let Rmagin(xi) be the magnification ratio of minority data xi.
The NormRmagin(xi ) notation is the normalized form of Rmagin(xi). The magin(xi)
value is calculated using Formulas (5), (6) and (7) as follows:

Rmagin(xi) =
1(

Nk(xi)∑nmininHub
j=1 Nk(xj)

) (5)

NormRmagin(xi) =
Rmagin(xi)∑nmininHub

j=1 Rmagin(xj)
(6)

magin(xi) = NormRmagin(xi ) · MinHub (7)

• For out hub data xi ∈ DoutHub , magnification balance ratio value of minority class
data outside magout(xi) is calculated by using normalized ratio of majority neigh-
bors. Let nminoutHub be the amount of the unique values of minority class data
outside the hub, zj be the j-th majority neighbor of minority data xi (zj ∈ Dk(xi)),
nmajinHub be the amount of unique values of majority data inside Dk and nmajinHubxi
be the amount of majority neighbors of minority data xi. The notation ratio(zj)
is defined as the ratio of the occurrence of majority neighbor data zj for minority
data xi(Nkzj

) to all occurrences of majority neighbors inside Dk (
∑nmajinHub

c=1 Nkzc).
The sum of ratio(zj) for all j in xi is denoted as Rmagout(xi) and are then nor-
malized to NormRmagout(xi ). The magout(xi) value is calculated using Formulas
(8), (9), (10) and (11).

ratio(zj) =
Nkzj∑nmajinHub

c=1 Nkzc

(8)

Rmagout(xi) =

nmajinHubxi∑
j=1

ratio(zj) (9)

NormRmagout(xi) =
Rmagout(xi)∑nminoutHub

c=1 Rmagout(xc)
(10)

magout(xi) = NormRmagout(xi) · MoutHub (11)

c) Select candidate
Based on SMOTE algorithm, the synthetic data are generated by putting a point

anywhere between a minor data observation xi with one randomly chosen neighbor
from k-minority neighbors (xipair). In AWH-SMOTE, the process of choosing one
neighbors from k-neighbors is not done randomly but by selecting one of the minority
class neighbors in Dk(xi) which has the smallest safe value (xicandidate). Let xi,j be
the j-th minority neighbor data of k-neighbors xi and svi,j be the safe value for xi,j.
The notation nmajxi,j

is defined as the number of majority neighbors of xi,j. Safe value

is a value which represented region of minority data xi,j in Dk. The greater safe value
means data xi,j closer to the centroid of minority class, and vice versa. Safe value is
obtained by using Formula (12)

svi,j =

{
magin(xi,j), if xi,j ∈ DinHub
0, if xi,j ∈ DoutHub

+

nmajxi,j∑
l=1

 1

ratio
(
zxijl

)
 (12)
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Figure 3 shows how magnification of balance ratio is calculated and how xicandidate
is chosen for xi in AWH-SMOTE in a case where k = 5 which consists of two minority
neighbors (xi,2 and xi,4) data and three majority neighbors data (xi,1, xi,3 and xi,5).
First, we calculate magnification for xi. If xi is in hub, we calculate magin(xi) by
using Formulas (5) to (7). If xi is out hub, we calculate magout(xi) by using Formulas
(8) to (11). Second, we calculate safe value of each minority data in k neighbors of xi

(xi,2 and xi,4) by using Formula (12). The smallest safe value will be xicandidate.

Figure 3. Illustration of selecting sample process based on smallest safe value

In SMOTE, Borderline-SMOTE and ADASYN algorithms, local neighbors are used to
determine the number of magnifications and selection of candidates to produce synthetic
data. While in AWH-SMOTE, a set of local neighbors is used to determine the number
of magnifications and selection of candidates to produce synthetic data.

3.4. Generating synthetic data. Formula (2) is used to generate synthetic data be-
tween xi and xicandidate. The number of synthetic data generated is equal to magin(xi)
or magout(xi), depending on whether the observed minority data xi is inside hub or out-
side hub. In the case that minority data xi do not have minority neighbors inside Dk(xi),
we do not generate synthetic data, but replicate exact u minority data xi, where u equals
magin(xi) or magout(xi), depending on whether the minority data inside hub or outside
hub.

4. Experimental Setting & Results. In this section, we discuss how to design experi-
ments, evaluate attribute-weighted effects and evaluate the performance of AWH-SMOTE
algorithm.

4.1. Design experiments. The data sets used in this experiment were two classes of
quantitative imbalanced data set from Keel data repository1 which have different imbal-
ance ratios ranging from 0.11 to 0.55. Table 5 shows the description of this data set.
Imbalance ratios are obtained from dividing the frequencies of the majority class by the
minority class.

1http://sci2s.ugr.es/keel/imbalanced.php
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Table 5. Dataset description

Data Attribute Majority Minority Imbalance Ratio
ecoli-0 vs 1 7 143 77 0.54

ecoli2 7 284 52 0.18
ecoli3 7 301 35 0.12
glass0 9 144 70 0.49
glass1 9 138 76 0.55

Haberman 3 225 81 0.36
Pima 8 500 268 0.54
yeast1 8 1055 429 0.41

yeast-2 vs 4 8 463 51 0.11

Table 6. Confusion matrix

Actual Predicted P (+)/Minor Class Predicted N (−)/Major Class
P (+)/Minor Class TP FN
N (−)/Major Class FP TN

The experiment was done by using Weka API [45] with C4.5 (default setting) as a base
classifier in two conditions: pruned and unpruned. Magnification balance ratio for major
and minor data was set to 50:50 which according to [46] gave the best results on C4.5
algorithm. The nearest neighbor parameter k is set to 5, which is the most common value
used in imbalanced data cases.

In the case of binary classification for imbalanced data cases, the accuracy assessment
measures are precision, recall and f -measure [47]. We use (+) symbol for minor class and
(−) symbol for major class in confusion matrix as shown in Table 6. Precision is defined
as the number of correctly predicted instances divided by total predicted instances. Recall
is defined as the number of correctly predicted instances divided by total actual instances.
F -Measure is defined as harmonic mean of precision and recall. Formulas (13) to (15)
show the calculation of precision, recall and f -measure value, respectively

Precision =
TP

(TP + FP )
(13)

Recall =
TP

(TP + FN)
(14)

F-Measure =
(1 + β)2 · Recall · Precision

β2 · (Recall + Precision)
(15)

Parameter β is set to 1 which means that precision and recall have equal importance.
The experiment was conducted by using 5 × 10 fold cross-validation evaluation.

4.2. Attribute weighting effect on identifying neighbors and noise against im-
provement of classification accuracy. Implementation of the Wojna1, Wojna2 and
Scaled Misclassification Ratio (SMR) algorithms in this experiment is done by taking the
10% number of samples to produce Strain (70%) and Stest (30%) from all training data
(Utrain). We use 20 iterations (l = 20) in this experiment according to the main reference
of the Wojna algorithm. The effect of attribute weighting on neighborhood and noise
identification can be seen from improvement of recall, precision and f-measure value.

Figure 4 illustrates how to find and remove noisy data. The identification of noise is
done by looking for noise from the first fold until the tenth. The noisy data are identified
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Figure 4. Illustration of noise identification and removal

Table 7. Number of identified noise with and without attribute weighting scheme

Data
Without Attribute
Weighting Scheme

With Attribute Weighting Scheme

Euclidean Information Gain Wojna1 Wojna2 SMR
ecoli-0 vs 1 2 2 8 2 6

ecoli2 4 8 5 4 5
ecoli3 4 6 5 6 6
glass0 4 6 2 4 4
glass1 14 12 13 15 10

Haberman 34 29 35 31 33
Pima 56 54 62 54 54
yeast1 95 122 105 107 107

yeast-2 vs 4 11 9 13 12 17

by searching for minor data that has the number of major neighbors as many as k based
on noise definition from Table 4. Noisy data in all partitions are then removed.

Table 7 shows the result of noise identification process (without attribute weighting
scheme or with attribute weighting scheme). Generally, the number of identified noise
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using attribute weighting scheme is larger than that without attribute weighting scheme.
The larger number in the table indicates that more data is identified as noise and will be
removed.

Two testing scenarios in this section are developed to evaluate the attribute weighting
scheme performance compared to without weighting scheme. Those two scenarios are
Scenario 1 (to explore weighting effect without noise removal process) and Scenario 2 (to
explore weighting effect with additional noise removal process). Both scenarios will be
executed on three different data conditions: original data without oversampling, over-
sampling using original data only (ROS: Random Oversampling) and oversampling using
additional synthetic data (SMOTE, Borderline-SMOTE, and ADASYN). Figure 5 shows
how the two testing scenarios are conducted to ascertain attribute weighting effect on
identifying neighbors and noise.

Figure 5. Two testing scenarios to ascertain attribute weighting effect

Table 8 shows the average results of Scenario 1 (attribute weighting without noise re-
moval process) over all data. Table 9 shows comparison between non-weighting scheme
and average result on four weighting schemes. Three best results are highlighted in bold
and the rank is shown in superscripts. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the number of the first
ranks of all data from three different methods: original, random oversampling and over-
sampling with additional synthetic data (with attribute weighting and without attribute
weighting).

From the result of Scenario 1, it is seen that the weighting scheme can improve accu-
racy when compared to a non-weighting scheme. Based on comparison results in Table
9 and the number of first ranks in Figure 6 and Figure 7, all weighting schemes give
promising results in the minority recall (both pruned and unpruned conditions) com-
pared to a non-weighting scheme. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the number of first ranks
on weighting scheme is larger in all metrics except on majority recall unpruned metric.
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Table 8. Average results over all data on the Scenario 1

Method

Pruned Unpruned

Recall (+/−)
Precision

(+/−)

F-Measure

(+/−)
Recall (+/−)

Precision

(+/−)

F-Measure

(+/−)

Original 63.10/89.431 67.291/87.77 63.74/88.281 64.71/88.661 66.931/88.12 64.47/88.101

ROS 70.31/83.942 63.982/88.96 65.31/85.902 69.75/83.962 63.942/88.87 64.96/85.842

SMOTE 74.72/82.963 63.633/89.73 67.20/85.713 74.63/82.823 63.50/89.76 67.10/85.62

SMOTE Infogain 75.72/82.30 62.71/89.88 67.08/85.39 75.38/82.10 62.39/89.82 66.81/85.22

SMOTE Wojna1 75.92/82.45 63.39/90.00 67.583/85.54 75.75/82.25 63.07/90.00 67.283/85.40

SMOTE Wojna2 75.30/82.70 63.15/89.72 67.16/85.55 75.43/82.19 62.71/89.73 66.90/85.23

SMOTE SMR 76.30/82.67 63.53/90.26 67.921/85.902 76.07/82.59 63.07/90.233 67.581/85.713

Borderline 73.50/81.82 63.39/89.38 66.23/84.80 74.46/81.23 62.54/89.60 66.24/84.54

Borderline Infogain 76.20/81.11 63.56/90.11 67.722/84.75 75.91/81.25 63.513/90.14 67.542/84.87

Borderline Wojna1 74.56/79.88 60.63/89.75 64.92/83.80 74.59/79.65 60.50/89.69 64.83/83.65

Borderline Wojna2 75.06/80.53 62.67/89.67 66.38/84.17 75.01/80.45 62.47/89.60 66.33/84.08

Borderline SMR 75.52/80.61 62.85/89.82 66.76/84.26 75.56/80.53 62.70/89.92 66.64/84.25

ADASYN 77.30/79.54 60.22/90.11 65.75/83.77 77.49/79.00 59.83/90.06 65.59/83.39

ADASYN Infogain 79.181/78.22 60.06/90.821 66.66/83.17 78.941/78.29 60.26/90.671 66.66/83.12

ADASYN Wojna1 77.00/79.75 60.17/90.313 65.84/84.05 77.01/79.30 59.70/90.21 65.51/83.70

ADASYN Wojna2 78.042/79.05 60.28/90.552 66.12/83.61 77.893/78.72 59.93/90.462 65.81/83.32

ADASYN SMR 77.823/78.79 59.33/90.24 65.74/83.35 78.132/78.50 59.31/90.22 65.84/83.16

Table 9. Non-weighting scheme versus weighting scheme results on the
Scenario 1

Method

Pruned Unpruned

Recall (+/−)
Precision

(+/−)

F-Measure

(+/−)
Recall (+/−)

Precision

(+/−)

F-Measure

(+/−)

SMOTE 74.72/82.96 63.63/89.73 67.20/85.71 74.63/82.82 63.50/89.76 67.10/85.62

Avg SMOTEWeighting 75.81/82.53 63.19/89.96 67.44/85.59 75.66/82.28 62.81/89.94 67.14/85.39

Borderline 73.50/81.82 63.39/89.38 66.23/84.80 74.46/81.23 62.54/89.60 66.24/84.54

Avg BorderWeighting 75.33/80.53 62.43/89.84 66.44/84.25 75.27/80.47 62.29/89.84 66.33/84.21

ADASYN 77.30/79.54 60.22/90.11 65.75/83.77 77.49/79.00 59.83/90.06 65.59/83.39

Avg ADASYNWeighting 78.01/78.95 59.96/90.48 66.09/83.54 78.00/78.70 59.80/90.39 65.96/83.32

Figure 6. The number of first ranks of all data with pruned C4.5 on the
Scenario 1
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Figure 7. The number of first ranks of all data with unpruned C4.5 on
the Scenario 1

Comparison between non-weighting scheme and weighting scheme shows that weight-
ing scheme achieves better results on both minority recall and minority f -measure for
SMOTE, Borderline-SMOTE and ADASYN on both pruned and unpruned conditions.
The average improvement of weighting schemes compared to non-weighting scheme are
as follows: 1.62% for minority recall in pruned condition, 1.04% for minority recall in
unpruned condition, 0.397% for minority f -measure in pruned condition and also 0.253%
for minority f -measure in unpruned condition.

The results of Scenario 2 are shown in Table 10 (average result over all data) and
Table 11 (comparison between non-weighting scheme and average results on four weighting
schemes). Three best results of accuracy for each metricare are highlighted in bold and
superscripts font type in Table 10. Bold typeface numbers in Table 11 indicate the best
results of the comparison. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the number of the first ranks
over all data from three different data conditions: original, random oversampling and
oversampling with additional synthetic data. All data conditions are observed in two
schemes (weighting scheme and non-weighting scheme).

From the result of Scenario 2, it can be seen that weighting scheme dominates the best
three results in the minority recall, minority precision and minority f -measure. Weight-
ing scheme also achieves the first best rank in minority recall compared to non-weighting
scheme. Borderline-SMOTE and ADASYN methods provide better result on average of
four weighting schemes both minority recall and minority precision for pruned and un-
pruned condition. Average results on four weighting schemes also show better perfor-
mance in minority f -measure for SMOTE, Borderline-SMOTE and ADASYN methods
for pruned and unpruned condition. Based on Figure 8 and Figure 9, on original data
condition, weighting scheme can achieve better accuracy of all almost majority and minor-
ity metrics such as majority recall in pruned condition, majority precision in pruned and
unpruned condition, and also minority and majority f -measure in pruned and unpruned
condition. Similar results are seen on ROS method, and weighting scheme can achieve
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Table 10. Average results over all data on the Scenario 2

Method

Pruned Unpruned

Recall (+/−)
Precision

(+/−)

F-Measure

(+/−)
Recall (+/−)

Precision

(+/−)

F-Measure

(+/−)

Original *NR Euclidean 67.28/91.553 70.57/91.38 66.88/91.13 73.29/85.65 70.19/91.39 66.91/90.70

Original *NR Infogain 69.49/91.782 71.203/91.77 68.21/91.522 70.35/91.341 70.423/91.90 68.28/91.361

Original *NR SMR 69.85/91.782 73.682/91.40 69.08/91.313 70.07/91.033 72.182/91.29 68.92/90.853

Original *NR Wojna1 69.39/92.181 74.311/91.65 69.33/91.611 70.59/91.142 73.401/91.67 69.55/91.072

Original *NR Wojna2 67.24/90.99 70.48/91.23 67.40/90.88 67.92/90.14 69.26/91.26 66.77/90.53

ROS *NR Euclidean 77.37/88.14 69.16/93.14 71.21/90.19 76.57/88.63 69.81/92.98 71.28/90.38

ROS *NR Infogain 74.73/88.52 69.08/92.12 69.85/89.95 72.45/88.69 69.02/91.71 68.52/89.82

ROS *NR SMR 78.39/88.24 70.64/93.13 72.81/89.94 75.55/88.62 69.28/92.73 70.57/90.22

ROS *NR Wojna1 76.89/88.81 69.70/93.10 71.17/90.55 75.85/89.01 70.18/92.95 70.86/90.56

ROS *NR Wojna2 77.56/88.01 68.96/93.19 71.28/90.16 76.36/88.19 69.75/93.01 70.92/90.15

SMOTE *NR Euclidean 81.35/86.91 68.44/94.15 72.32/89.83 80.85/86.82 68.09/94.08 71.89/89.74

SMOTE *NR Infogain 80.49/88.49 70.92/93.68 73.321/90.63 80.40/87.70 69.86/93.57 72.702/90.14

SMOTE *NR SMR 81.22/86.58 68.58/93.59 72.69/89.42 80.78/86.44 68.35/93.54 72.23/89.37

SMOTE *NR Wojna1 81.41/87.01 67.80/94.10 72.09/89.97 80.90/86.98 67.88/94.03 71.63/89.88

SMOTE *NR Wojna2 81.67/86.51 68.14/94.06 72.78/89.66 81.16/86.51 68.14/93.92 72.443/89.52

Borderline *NR Euclidean 80.74/85.84 66.36/94.11 70.65/89.19 80.75/85.74 66.24/94.06 70.53/89.12

Borderline *NR Infogain 81.68/86.72 69.49/94.16 72.983/89.90 80.97/86.49 69.06/94.03 72.32/89.68

Borderline *NR SMR 81.56/85.71 67.60/93.68 71.54/88.93 81.36/85.43 67.51/93.65 71.36/88.73

Borderline *NR Wojna1 82.95/85.61 66.97/94.473 71.89/89.16 82.74/85.60 67.03/94.403 71.79/89.11

Borderline *NR Wojna2 80.49/85.51 66.98/94.11 70.73/88.88 80.41/85.54 67.32/94.08 70.90/88.90

ADASYN *NR Euclidean 82.13/85.50 66.03/94.20 71.13/89.00 81.98/85.50 66.05/94.15 71.08/88.98

ADASYN *NR Infogain 84.631/84.42 65.18/94.552 72.08/88.72 84.441/84.38 65.26/94.472 71.99/88.65

ADASYN *NR SMR 83.353/84.84 66.87/93.97 72.06/88.52 83.323/84.62 66.72/93.99 71.97/88.37

ADASYN *NR Wojna1 82.80/85.73 67.05/94.22 71.99/89.17 82.69/85.56 66.88/94.19 71.76/89.06

ADASYN *NR Wojna2 84.432/85.65 67.60/94.801 73.222/89.42 84.432/85.71 67.86/94.821 73.331/89.48

*NR = Noise Removal

Table 11. Non-weighting scheme versus weighting scheme results on the
Scenario 2

Method

Pruned Unpruned

Recall (+/−)
Precision
(+/−)

F-Measure
(+/−)

Recall (+/−)
Precision
(+/−)

F-Measure
(+/−)

Original *NR Euclidean 67.28/91.55 70.57/91.38 66.88/91.13 73.29/85.65 70.19/91.39 66.91/90.70

Avg of Ori*NR Weighting 68.99/91.68 72.42/91.51 68.51/91.33 69.73/90.91 71.32/91.53 68.38/90.95
ROS *NR Euclidean 77.37/88.14 69.16/93.14 71.21/90.19 76.57/88.63 69.81/92.98 71.28/90.38
Avg of ROS *NR Weighting 76.89/88.40 69.60/92.89 71.28/90.15 75.05/88.63 69.56/92.60 70.22/90.19
SMOTE *NR Euclidean 81.35/86.91 68.44/94.15 72.32/89.83 80.85/86.82 68.09/94.08 71.89/89.74

Avg of SMOTE *NR Weighting 81.20/87.15 68.86/93.86 72.72/89.92 80.81/86.91 68.56/93.77 72.25/89.73
Borderline *NR Euclidean 80.74/85.84 66.36/94.11 70.65/89.19 80.75/85.74 66.24/94.06 70.53/89.12
Avg of Border *NR Weighting 81.67/85.89 67.76/94.10 71.78/89.22 81.37/85.77 67.73/94.04 71.59/89.10
ADASYN *NR Euclidean 82.13/85.50 66.03/94.20 71.13/89.00 81.98/85.50 66.05/94.15 71.08/88.98

Avg of ADASYN *NR Weighting 83.80/85.16 66.68/94.38 72.34/88.96 83.72/85.07 66.68/94.37 72.26/88.89

*NR = Noise Removal

better accuracy of all almost majority and minority metrics such as minority and major-
ity recall in pruned condition, majority precision in pruned condition, and also minority
and majority f -measure prune condition. Lastly, in oversampling with additional syn-
thetic data method, weighting scheme also shows promising results because it achieves the
best result in all metrics both majority and minority in pruned and unpruned condition
compared to oversampling with additional synthetic without weighting scheme.

The accuracy of classification using weighting scheme in the Scenario 2 is mostly (thirty
eight of sixty for non-weighting scheme) better than the accuracy of classification using
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Figure 8. The number of first ranks of all data with pruned C4.5 on the
Scenario 2

Figure 9. The number of first ranks of all data with unpruned C4.5 on
the Scenario 2

non-weighting scheme. This is in line with the outcome of the Scenario 1 in which ac-
curacy improvement in the Scenario 1 is caused by weighting scheme which gives more
representative neighbors. Accuracy results in Scenario 2 are better than Scenario 1 be-
cause the noisy data were deleted more precisely by using more representative neighbors.
It can be seen that on the same method, accuracy in Table 10 is higher than accuracy in
Table 8. The average improvement of the Scenario 2 compared to the Scenario 1 can be
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Table 12. Average improvement of the Scenario 2 compared to the Sce-
nario 1

Metric Condition Average Improvement in Percentage
Minority recall Pruned 9.17%
Minority recall Unpruned 8.38%

Minority precision Pruned 8.15%
Minority precision Unpruned 8.39%
Minority f -measure Pruned 8.37%
Minority f -measure Unpruned 7.84%

Table 13. AWH-SMOTE performance average results on all data

Method Condition Recall (+/−)
Precision

(+/−)

F-Measure

(+/−)

AWH-SMOTE Euclidean

Pruned

78.82/86.20 66.08/93.49 69.87/88.993

AWH-SMOTE Infogain 81.031/86.30 68.363/94.101 72.203/89.563

AWH-SMOTE SMR 80.763/86.643 68.552/93.60 72.462/89.55

AWH-SMOTE Wojna1 80.75/87.061 68.07/93.703 72.08/89.782

AWH-SMOTE Wojna2 80.992/86.892 68.861/93.972 72.491/89.791

AWH-SMOTE Euclidean 78.63/86.21 65.68/93.41 69.71/88.98

AWH-SMOTE Infogain 80.851/86.36 68.661/94.071 72.331/89.583

AWH-SMOTE SMR Unpruned 80.573/86.742 68.512/93.48 72.312/89.56

AWH-SMOTE Wojna1 80.53/87.171 67.98/93.653 71.84/89.691

AWH-SMOTE Wojna2 80.672/86.693 68.263/93.862 72.053/89.652

seen in Table 12. Overall it can be concluded that adding attribute weighting scheme can
improve the accuracy of classification in various methods (other than AWH-SMOTE).

In the next section, we observe non-weighting scheme in AWH-SMOTE using Euclidean
distance as k-neighbors and noise identification method. Euclidean distance method is
tested in AWH-SMOTE to see the effects of neighbor identification on AWH-SMOTE.
We also observe the performance of AWH-SMOTE with weighting scheme is compared to
all other methods on both minority and majority class (with noise removal process and
without noise removal process) to see the effects of our proposed new sampling method.

4.3. Summaries of overall AWH-SMOTE performance. In this section, the per-
formance of AWH-SMOTE is observed in two circumstances. First, the performance of
AWH-SMOTE using non-attribute weighting method (i.e., Euclidean distance) is com-
pared with the performance of AWH-SMOTE using attribute weighting method. The
results are shown in Table 13. Second, the performance of AWH-SMOTE is compared
with the performance of all other methods on both minority and majority class (with noise
removal process and without noise removal process). The results are shown in Figure 10
and Figure 11. The performance of AWH-SMOTE is measured in terms of the accuracy
of classification results.

Table 13 shows that AWH-SMOTE with attribute weighting methods achieves three
best ranks on all cases. For unpruned condition, AWH-SMOTE using Information Gain
as attribute weighting method gives the best results on minority recall, minority precision
and also minority f -measure. AWH-SMOTE also shows better performance on minority
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Figure 10. The number of first ranks of all data with pruned C4.5 on all methods

Figure 11. The number of first ranks of all data with unpruned C4.5 on all methods

precision and minority f -measure for both pruned and unpruned condition compared to
other oversampling with additional synthetic methods. Figure 10 summarizes the number
of the first ranks of all data in all circumstances and all methods for pruned condition
while Figure 11 summarizes those for unpruned condition. AWH-SMOTE achieves the
first rank on minority precision metric for glass0 and yeast-2 vs 4 data and also the first
rank on minority f -measure metric for Haberman data. AWH-SMOTE also achieves the
first rank on majority recall metric for yeast-2 vs 4 data, majority precision metric for
ecoli3 data and also majority f -measure metric for ecoli3 and yeast-2 vs 4 data. Other
weighting schemes with noise removal process also achieve better performance than non-
weighting scheme on both minority and majority classes such as ROS *NR Infogain for
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ecoli2 data, ADASYN *NR Infogain for ecoli3 data, Borderline-SMOTE *NR Infogain for
pima data and SMOTE *NR SMR for yeast-2 vs 4 data.

From the test results in this section, we can see that the weighting scheme method gives
a significant accuracy improvement both for identifying neighbors and noise. The three
best accuracy results are dominated by weighting scheme method in both noise removal
process and without noise removal process. This is in line with the finding that attribute
weighting scheme can improve the accuracy of classification (in Section 4.2).

The proposed new selective sampling method improves minority precision and minor-
ity f -measure proven by the performance on minority precision and minority f -measure
for both pruned and unpruned condition of AWH-SMOTE is better compared to other
oversampling with additional synthetic methods.

5. Conclusions and Future Work. One method to combat the problem of imbalanced
data set is oversampling with additional synthetic data. SMOTE algorithm is one of the
state of the art of the oversampling methods with the additional synthetic data. We have
presented AWH-SMOTE, a development of the SMOTE algorithm which introduces 1)
more representative kNN using attribute weighting scheme, 2) a new concept for selecting
sample methods using occurrence data in the kNN hub.

In our experiments, nine numerical binary data classes with varying degrees of im-
balanced dataset from Keel data repository were used to compare the performance of
AWH-SMOTE with the performance of four algorithms (Random Oversampling, SMOTE,
Borderline-SMOTE and ADASYN). Testing has been conducted on two scenarios to eval-
uate the attribute weighting effect on identifying neighbors and noise and also on two
circumstances to evaluate AWH-SMOTE performance. Three assessment metrics (recall,
precision and f -measure) on both minor and major classes have been used as measurement
of accuracy of classification results.

Some conclusions of our experiments results are as follows.

1) Weighting attribute in kNN provides more representative neighbors and noise, so ac-
curacy of the existing algorithms can be increased as many 1% for weighting schemes
without noise removal process and 9% for weighting schemes with noise removal pro-
cess.

2) AWH-SMOTE also shows better performance on minority precision and minority f -
measure for both pruned and unpruned condition compared to other oversampling
with additional synthetic methods. AWH-SMOTE using Information Gain as attribute
weighting method raises best performance on minority recall, minority precision and
minority f -measure.

3) Various kinds of data have been used in the testing, and AWH-SMOTE algorithm
in general achieves good performance on other numerical binary data which contains
imbalanced data set.

This paper still retains some research topics that we are focusing on: applying an-
other attribute weighting methods, applying sophisticated noise reduction techniques and
applying AWH-SMOTE in multiclass imbalanced data set.
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